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依據國際天文聯合會（IAU）2006年大會決議，太陽系中的天體(衛星除外)分為三類:
行星 (planets)、
矮行星 (dwarf planets)、
小型太陽系物體 (small solar-system bodies)。
<http://www.iau.org/iau0603.414.0.html>









The solar system we know as of 1930.



古柏帶
(Kuiper Belt)

古柏帶物體
(Kuiper Belt Objects, KBOs)

奧特雲
(Oort Cloud)

Trans-Neptunian region

Trans-Neptunian Objects (TNOs)

proposed by
Leonard (1930),
Edgeworth (1943, 1949),
Oort (1950),
Kuiper (1951)

So, sometimes EKB, EKBOs.





IAUC 5611 (1992.09.14)

D. Jewitt & J. Luu

The first object in the
trans-Neptunian region,
beside Pluto, was
discovered in 1992.



Eris
(2003 UB313)







星際間的分子雲氣重力塌陷形成恆星

形成中的恆星常伴隨著充滿固體
微粒塵埃與分子雲氣的拱星盤



拱星盤中的固體微粒塵埃與分子雲
氣漸漸凝結、碰撞、合併、碎裂，
而形成今天的行星系統。

近年來發現的海王星外天體可以進
一步幫助我們了解當時的形成過
程。

不過，較小的海王星外天體因為太遠
太小，沒有辦法被直接觀測到。





Optical occultation search:

French –Roques et al. Paris Observatory

Australian –Georgevits et al. U of New South Wales

Canadian –Kavelaars et al., Herzberg Instutue of Astrophysics

TAOS –CfA, NCU, ASIAA No definite detections so far……

UltraPhot –Paris Observatory, NTHU

(Whipple –CfA, JPL)
(OCLE-DOCLE –Canada)



Optical occultation survey may
be able to detect objects down
to km size.

Models predict a turnover in
the power law at small sizes
(e.g. Kenyon et al. 2004).





Why X-ray occultation?

faster photometry
less diffraction

shorter events smaller bodies better chance to detect

* The background X-ray source needs to be bright enough.

* Sco X-1 is the brightest in the Sky.

* RXTE/PCA has the largest effective area.

* The typical PCA count rate of Sco X-1 is 105 cps.
* Detection of msec time-scale occultation is possible.







* The RXTE/PCA data used in this search spans over 7 years from 1996 to 2002.
The total exposure is 564.3 ksec.

In the 564-ksec data, 107 events were found.



What are they if not instrumental???

- Intrinsic variation of Sco X-1?
- Objects moving around Sco X-1?
- Objects in the interstellar space moving across the line of sight?
- The main belt asteroids?

The Fresnel scale : F = (λd / 2)1/2

For λ=0.3 nm (4 keV)

F ~ 30 m @ 40 AU
~ 500 m @ 10,000 AU
~ 100 km @ 2.8 kpc

Most likely, occultation by objects
within about 1000 AU.



Diffraction Pattern
(mono-chromatic)



β=0





(Cooray 2006, Nature 442, 640)





RXTE PCA Very Large Events (VLEs) are those events which deposit more than
100 keV in any one of the 6 active xenon layers or the propane layer.









Light curves of the 12 probable non-instrumental events
(no anomaly in ‘remaining’and ‘VLE’counts)



In the first attempt……

RXTE/PCA data of Sco X-1, 1996-2002, 564 ksec

* 107 significant dips were found.
* There are signatures indicating that most, if not all, of

them could be due to some possible instrumental
effects, which are previously unknown.

* Those signatures allow 10% of the dip events to be
non-instrumental.



To pin down the distance and the size of each occulting body more accurately
for all the events is an important issue but requires further analysis on the
dead-time-corrected light curves, diffraction patterns and different orbital
inclinations and eccentricities.

For an approximate estimation of the occulting-object sizes at this stage,
we contend ourselves by considering a typical relative speed of 30 km s−1

between the occulting TNOs and RXTE and a random crossing through the
shadow. The average crossing length of a random crossing is π/4 times that of
a central crossing, assuming a circular shadow.

We therefore set the size range of these 12 objects to be from 60 to 100 m for
durations from 1.5 to 2.5 ms.







In the second attempt ……

RXTE/PCA data of Sco X-1, 2007/2008/2009, 240 ksec

* New event modes for recording the so-called ‘very large
events’(VLEs) were designed, in the hope to identify
clearly the instrumental effect associated with dip events.

* The arrival time of each VLE is recorded with
125-μs resolution. The identification of anodes
which detect the recorded VLE is also known.



The RXTE/PCA VLE types

According to the number of anodes triggered, we classify
VLEs as the following:

Type A: no anodes are triggered!!!
Type B: all anodes are triggered.
Type C: more than one but not all are triggered.
Type D: only one anode is triggered.

The average count rate is
for all VLEs 90.5 ± 19.2 counts per sec per PCU;
for Type A 1.73 ± 0.29 counts per sec per PCU;
for Type B 34.5 ± 11.2 counts per sec per PCU;
for Type C 44.8 ± 9.80 counts per sec per PCU;
for Type D 9.44 ± 2.27 counts per sec per PCU.

RXTE PCA Very Large Events
(VLEs) are those events which
deposit more than 100 keV in any
one of the 6 active xenon layers or
the propane layer.



The RXTE/PCA dip events

39 ‘significant’dips are found in the 240-ks data
(June 2007 –Oct 2009).

According to the types of VLEs detected ‘near’the dip event
epoch, we classify dip events as the following:

Group A: with Type A VLE
Group B: with Type B VLE
Group C: with Type C VLE
Group D: with Type D VLE
Group E: no VLE
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The RXTE/PCA dip events

253 ‘less significant’dips are found in the 240-ks data
(June 2007 –Oct 2009).

According to the types of VLEs detected ‘near’the dip event
epoch, we classify dip events as the following:

Group A: with Type A VLE
Group B: with Type B VLE
Group C: with Type C VLE
Group D: with Type D VLE
Group E: no VLE
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Assuming a Gaussian distribution, the number of bins with counts less than 5σ
below the average is about 34.4, for 2-ms bins in 240-ks data.



β=0.33



The most recent result is like this …

From RXTE/PCA data of Sco X-1, 2007/2008/2009, 240 ksec

* 39 significant dips were found, but 36 of them are associated with some
particular types of VLEs, whose presence indicates instrumental effects.

The remaining 3 deserve further investigation.

* 253 less-significant dips were identified, 219 of which are associated with
those particular VLEs. The remaining 34 are consistent with random fluctuations.

In the future

ASTROSAT/LAXPC observation of Sco X-1 ???
AXTAR, 10 times more sensitive than RXTE ???





8m Very Large Telescope (VLT)

FLAMES, a multi-object spectrograph,
including OzPoz, the fiber positioner
(yellow), and GIRAFFE, the
spectrograph (black).

UltraPhot will operate in a photometric
mode for FLAMES on the VLT UT2.

UT2 (Kueyen)


